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A B S T R A C T

In the last years, Learning Management systems (LMSs) are acquiring great importance in online education,
since they offer flexible integration platforms for organising a vast amount of learning resources, as well
as for establishing effective communication channels between teachers and learners, at any direction. These
online platforms are then attracting an increasing number of users that continuously access, download/upload
resources and interact each other during their teaching/learning processes, which is even accelerating by the
breakout of COVID-19. In this context, academic institutions are generating large volumes of learning-related
data that can be analysed for supporting teachers in lesson, course or faculty degree planning, as well as
administrations in university strategic level. However, managing such amount of data, usually coming from
multiple heterogeneous sources and with attributes sometimes reflecting semantic inconsistencies, constitutes
an emerging challenge, so they require common definition and integration schemes to easily fuse them, with
the aim of efficiently feeding machine learning models. In this regard, semantic web technologies arise as
a useful framework for the semantic integration of multi-source e-learning data, allowing the consolidation,
linkage and advanced querying in a systematic way. With this motivation, the e-LION (e-Learning Integration
ONtology) semantic model is proposed for the first time in this work to operate as data consolidation approach
of different e-learning knowledge-bases, hence leading to enrich on-top analysis. For demonstration purposes,
the proposed ontological model is populated with real-world private and public data sources from different
LMSs referring university courses of the Software Engineering degree of the University of Malaga (Spain) and
the Open University Learning. In this regard, a set of four case studies are worked for validation, which
comprise advance semantic querying of data for feeding predictive modelling and time-series forecasting
of students’ interactions according to their final grades, as well as the generation of SWRL reasoning rules
for student’s behaviour classification. The results are promising and lead to the possible use of e-LION as
ontological mediator scheme for the integration of new future semantic models in the domain of e-learning.
1. Introduction

Since the last decade, the progress in the access to new technologies
experimented by most of the society is also reflected in online education
at any level, which is indeed accelerated by the breakout of COVID-
19, hence leading academic institutions to revise their educational
strategies. In this context, a plethora of e-Learning tools and resources
are appearing to facilitate a similar methodology to the traditional
system, that connects teachers and students asynchronously to carry out
a didactic learning process. Among these tools, Learning Management
Systems (LMSs) are acquiring great importance in online education,
since they offer flexible integration online platforms for organising a
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vast amount of learning resources, as well as for establishing effec-
tive communication channels between teachers and learners, at any
direction.

Consequently, LMSs are attracting an increasing number of users
that continuously access, download/upload resources and interact each
other during their teaching/learning processes. This entails the gener-
ation of large volumes of learning-related data that can be analysed
to support teachers in lesson, course or faculty degree planning, as
well as administrations in university strategic level. For example, it
is possible to extract how students’ interactions in the LMS are re-
lated to the grades they obtain, which somehow enables teachers
to establish an expected performance classification based on the in-
teractions in the system. This undoubtedly provides professors with
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access to new knowledge that, together with their experiences, can
led them to get insights about the behaviour of students beforehand.
Interestingly, this context is suitable, for example, for predictive ma-
chine learning algorithms based on time-series data to predict the
number of visits in the LMS. These algorithms have been previously
applied in different domains (Altan & Karasu, 2019; Karasu & Altan,
2019; Karasu, Altan, Saraç, & Hacioğlu, 2018). Nevertheless, managing
such amount of data, usually coming from multiple heterogeneous
sources and with attributes sometimes reflecting semantic inconsis-
tencies, constitutes an emerging challenge, so they require common
definition and integration schemes to easily fuse them, with the aim of
efficiently feeding machine learning models. In this regard, semantic
web technologies arise as a useful framework for the semantic in-
tegration of multi-source e-learning data, allowing the consolidation,
linkage and advanced querying in a systematic way. The development
of new ontologies and their use for data integration is widely docu-
mented in the existing literature in different domains of application,
as worked in Brochhausen bibetal (2022), del Mar Roldán García,
García-Nieto, and Aldana-Montes (2016), del Mar Roldán-García, Usku-
darli, Marvasti, Acar, and Aldana-Montes (2018), McGlinn, Rutherford,
Gisslander, Hederman, Little, and O’Sullivan (2022), Sobral, Galvão,
and Borges (2020), Thaddeus, Jeganathan, and Leema (2011). These
ontologies guide the creation of knowledge graphs that semantically
represent integrated data and are the input of analytics, as done in del
Mar Roldán García et al. (2016), or semantic reasoning tasks, as also
developed in Aldana-Martín, García-Nieto, del Mar Roldán-García, and
Aldana-Montes (2022), Delgoshaei, Heidarinejad, and Austin (2022).

Semantic Web technologies in e-learning are analysed in the current
literature in two recent surveys: Rahayu, Ferdiana, and Kusumawar-
dani (2022) and Heiyanthuduwage (2022), the former oriented to
recommendation systems in e-learning driven by semantics, the latter
identifying current trends in e-learning ontologies. In this sense, a set
of issues are still identified in these works that require new proposals
to be approached, mainly related to the data interoperability, linkage,
enrichment and analysis.

With this motivation, the e-LION (e-Learning Integration ONtol-
ogy) semantic model is proposed in this work to operate as data
consolidation approach of different e-learning knowledge-bases, hence
leading to enrich data analysis. It consists in an OWL 2 (Ontology Web
Language, explained in Section 2.1) ontology that enables development
of semantic mappings to the source schema, to transform the original
raw data into standard RDF (Resource Description Framework) creating
a knowledge graph. In this way, data from heterogeneous sources are
stored and integrated within a common RDF repository, which can now
be easily queried. The main objective is to feed artificial intelligence
algorithms capable of analysing implicit interaction patters in LMSs
registered by a given e-learning community.

To validate the proposed semantic model, a series of mapping
functions and SQL dump-loading processes are conducted to populate
e-LION with private and public data sources from different LMSs. In
concrete, these sources consist in the Moodle space of the Software
Engineering degree of the University of Malaga (Spain), which are
enriched with the integration of the Open University Learning repos-
itory presented in Kuzilek, Hlosta, and Zdrahal (2017), as well as
the COCO semantic-enriched collection of online courses data pro-
posed by Dessì, Fenu, Marras, and Reforgiato Recupero (2018). The
resulting semantic approach allows the advanced querying of data
concerning the students’ interactions and their academic performances
to efficiently feeding predictive models and visualisations. Moreover,
thanks to the semantic integration, a series of reasoning tasks are con-
ducted to induce new implicit knowledge to classify different student’s
behaviours.

The main contributions of this study are outlined as follows:

• The e-Learning Integration ONtology (e-LION) semantic model is
2

proposed to operate as data consolidation approach of different l
e-learning knowledge-bases, which enables to enrich machine
learning analysis. It is development as an OWL 2 ontology that
enables development of semantic mappings to the source schema.
e-LION is online available.1

• Semantic model population is carried out with a series of SQL
dump processes from the Moodle platform of the Software Engi-
neering degree (University of Malaga), together with the Open
University dataset (Kuzilek et al., 2017) and the COCO (Dessì
et al., 2018) collection. In overall, the activity interactions of a
number of 43,228 subjects and 2,466,712 students over several
years of operation are mapped to the same knowledge graph
and stored in the RDF repository, enabling SPARQL Endpoint for
querying.

• The proposed semantic approach is validated by means of four
case studies comprising predictive modelling and time-series fore-
casting of students’ interactions with regards to final grades, as
well as the generation of SWRL reasoning rules for student’s
behaviour classification.

The remaining of this article is organised as follows. A review of
background concepts and related work is provided in Section 2. The
proposed semantic model is described in Section 3, giving details of
the e-LION ontology design and model implementation. In Section 4, a
series of validation tasks are carried out throughout four different case
studies. Section 5 includes discussions. Finally, in Section 6, the main
concluding remarks and future work are commented.

2. Background concepts and related work

This section is devoted to explain background concepts of Semantic
Web technologies for knowledge representation, structure and reason-
ing. A review of related works in the literature is conducted to position
our proposal within the current state of the art.

2.1. Background concepts

In the ecosystem of semantic web technologies, ontologies are key
elements that can be defined as formal descriptions of knowledge,
comprising a set of concepts and the possible relationships among
them (Gruber, 1993). The main components of an ontology are classes
(or concepts), relations (or properties), instances (or individuals) and
axioms. Logical class constructors (and, or, not) and property restric-
tions can be used to built complex classes. In addition to ontology ele-
ments, rules provide a mechanism to define more complex knowledge.
Rules are described in terms of ontology elements (classes, properties,
and instances). An ontology data model can be populated with a set of
individuals using a knowledge graph, i.e., an interlinking collection of
entities, where nodes and edges represent entities (things or concepts)
and semantic relationships between them, respectively.

The Ontology Web Language (OWL) is a semantic markup language
used to define ontologies. OWL is built on top of RDF (Resource De-
scription Framework), being both standards by the W3C. RDF is a data
format used for the representation of information in the Web (Schreiber
& Raimond, 2014), which offers a common framework where informa-
tion can be shared between applications without loosing their meaning.
In RDF, resources are identified by URIs (Uniform Resource Identifier),
so they are organised in form of triples with: subject, predicate and
object. W3C recommends the use of RDF in those applications where
the data are going to be processed by other applications instead of only
being shown to users.

Therefore, in a given knowledge graph, RDF triples are linked and
used to populate the ontology, then stored in a repository. To access

1 e-LION OWL Ontology available at URL http://ontologies.khaos.uma.es/e-
ion.

http://ontologies.khaos.uma.es/e-lion
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Table 1
Summary of proposals’ main features selected in related works in comparison with e-LION ones.

Ontology/Feature Main purpose Target audience Language Machine learning S.R. Avail.

Suguna et al. (2016) Information retrieval Learner OWL NPL No No
Hssina et al. (2017) Data annotation Teacher OWL No No No
Taurus et al. (2017) Recommender system Learner OWL Seq. Patter Mining No No
Makwana et al. (2018) Recommender system Learner Unknown Fuzzy C-Means No No
Ouf et al. (2017) Data annotation Learner/Teacher OWL No SWRL No
Obeid et al. (2018) Recommender system Learner Unknown Unknown No No
Ham L. (2018) Data annotation Teacher XML Unknown No No
Dessì et al. (2018) Dataset Learner/Teacher JSON KNN, NPL No Yes
Bouihi and Bahaj (2019) Data annotation Teacher OWL No No No
Joy et al(2021) Recommender system Learner OWL kMeans No No

e-LION Data integration Learner OWL 2 KNN, DT, SVM, RF, SWRL Yesand analysis Teacher GNB, MLP, SARIMAX
these data in form of RDF graphs, SPARQL query language (Harris &
Seaborne, 2013) can be used to retrieve the set of triples in the RDF
repository that match. SPARQL allows querying several linked data
graphs in different repositories, so it is potentially used to perform
federated queries throughout the semantic web.

Once a knowledge graph is developed according to a given ontology
scheme, it is possible to infer implicit semantic relationships between
individuals (Horrocks, Patel-Schneider, Bechhofer, & Tsarkov, 2005),
providing OWL-based ontologies with reasoning capabilities. To do so,
the SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) standard is used to construct
rule expressions in form of ‘‘Antecedent ⇒ Consequent’’ to represent
those semantic relationships. Both, Antecedent and consequent are
formulated as conjunctions of elements associated to one or more
attributes. They are denoted as question mark and a variable (e.g., ?𝑥)
n the rule.

.2. Related work

The use of semantic web technologies in e-learning and in particular
he conceptualisation of knowledge with ontologies in this domain, has
een widely studied in past literature reviews of Al-yahya, George,
nd Alfaries (2015), Pereira, Siqueira, Nunes, and Dietze (2018), from
hich a series of recent proposals have been appearing, covering the

ast five years. More recently, in K., Poscic, and Jaksic (2020) a cate-
orisation of studies is conducted according to the ontology usage in the
ontext of learning and education, namely: curriculum modelling and
anagement, learning domain description, learner data description,

nd e-learning services.
Within these categories, the use of ontologies together with data

nalytic techniques is gaining in importance in e-learning, as it is
upported on digital platforms, which enable the generation of new
ources of data regarding learners’ activities and behaviours. This as-
ect has been widely considered in two recent surveys of George and
al (2019) and Rahayu et al. (2022), although with special focus on
ntology-based recommender systems in e-learning in both of them.

To mention chronologically a representative set of related contri-
utions to the current proposal, in 2016 an ontology based e-learning
nformation retrieval system is proposed in Suguna, Sundaravadivelu,
nd Gomathi (2016), where authors analysed the importance of han-
ling natural processing language-based concepts with tools such as
ordnet or Hownet. Also in 2016, Hssina, Bouikhalene, and Merbouha

2017) developed a semantic annotation platform to assess the skills
f learners on an e-learning platform using semantic web technologies.
his comprised a manually annotated OWL ontology for the exploita-
ion of learner data to predict their performance in training. Lately, in
017 a hybrid method for recommendation based on learners-resources
ntology and sequential pattern mining is proposed in Tarus, Niu, and
ousif (2017) to identify the learner’s historical patterns from weblogs.
ith similar focus, in Makwana, Patel, and Shah (2018), a knowledge-

ase system is created under an ontological scheme that enable item to
tem mapping for a collaborative filtering recommender. It is used to
3

personalise user’s search in the web by means of a weblog file to record
user’s clicks. The weblog is in turn used for feeding the knowledge-
base. Also in this line, Ouf, Abd Ellatif, Salama, and Helmy (2017)
proposed smart e-learning ecosystem based on an ontological model
with SWRL reasoning rules. This model consists of four ontologies for
learning objects, learning activities and teaching methods. The main
aim is to provide learners with a personalising learning environment.

Another recommendation system is proposed by Obeid, Lahoud,
El Khoury, and Champin (2018), which is enriched with machine learn-
ing methods to orient students in higher education. It is an ontology-
based approach to annotate student’s requirements, interests, prefer-
ences and capabilities, with the aim of recommending higher educa-
tional levels. Also in this year, based on e-learning domain ontology,
an interdisciplinary intelligent teaching model is proposed by Han
(2018) to enhance the cognitive ability of students, while supporting
the teachers to understand the students’ learning level. As argued by
authors, this model evaluates the domain ontology abstraction layer
and provides the basis for improving the teaching plan. This proposal
is indeed validated thorough some use cases. In this sense, Dessì
et al. (2018) presented COCO, a semantic-enriched collection of online
courses that aims at supporting experimentation and design of services
in online learning. COCO dataset includes information collected from
Udemy2 platform for online courses, enabling the generation of use
cases oriented to e-learning data analysis.

From a different perspective, Bouihi and Bahaj (2019) proposed
a methodology to build an ontology based on the Moodle database
schema for social network analysis. This proposal models the semantics
of relationships influences from the user’s interaction graph topology.
The ontology is built by directly mapping the UML Moodle structure of
the Mount Orange School3 demo source.

Joy, Raj, and V. G. (2021) presented an ontological framework used
to address the pure cold-start problem for content recommendation.
In this model, the proposed ontology is designed to cover the contex-
tual domain of learners and Learning Objects (LOs). It also includes
a multivariate k-means clustering to evaluate the learner similarity
computation accuracy. Interestingly, the learner satisfaction achieved
by 40 participants was measured when using this proposal.

Recently, two complete surveys have appeared in the current lit-
erature that cover different aspects in the intersection of web seman-
tics with e-learning. The review presented by Rahayu et al. (2022)
is oriented to recommendation systems in e-learning driven by on-
tology, which considers 28 journal articles that combine semantics
with artificial intelligence, computing technology, education, education
psychology, and social sciences. Secondly, Heiyanthuduwage (2022)
discussed a series of current trends in e-learning ontologies, and iden-
tified the data interoperability as a key issue that should be faced in
new approaches, not only in systems belonging to the same institutions,

2 Online available at URL https://www.udemy.com/.
3 Online available at URL https://school.moodledemo.net/.

https://www.udemy.com/
https://school.moodledemo.net/
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Fig. 1. General overview of the e-LION ontology. Continuous arrows refer to subclasses, whereas dotted ones refer to properties.
Table 2
Basic OWL-DL semantic syntax used to formally define the proposed
ontology. It is organised by Operators (O), Restrictions (R) and Class
Axioms (A).

Abstract syntax DL syntax

O 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝐶1 , 𝐶2 ,… , 𝐶𝑛) 𝐶1 ⊓ 𝐶2 ⊓⋯𝐶𝑛
𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝐶1 , 𝐶2 ,… , 𝐶𝑛) 𝐶1 ⊔ 𝐶2 ⊔⋯𝐶𝑛

R
for at least 1 value 𝑉 from 𝐶 ∃𝑉 .𝐶
for all values 𝑉 from 𝐶 ∀𝑉 .𝐶
R is Symmetric 𝑅 ≡ 𝑅−

A 𝐴 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝐶1 , 𝐶2 ,… , 𝐶𝑛) 𝐴 ⊑ 𝐶1 ⊓ 𝐶2 ⊓⋯𝐶𝑛
𝐴 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒(𝐶1 , 𝐶2 ,… , 𝐶𝑛) 𝐴 ≡ 𝐶1 ⊓ 𝐶2 ⊓⋯𝐶𝑛

but also in the context of different ones, where ontologies would be
required to handle policies and discrepancies. This specific issue is
approached by the e-LION proposed here, together with other different
dimensions.

In this sense, Table 1 contains a summary of proposals’ main fea-
tures selected in related works in comparison with e-LION ones. In
concrete, the main purpose, the target audience and the design lan-
guage are reported, in addition to the machine learning techniques
used (when applicable), and whether they have performed Semantic
Reasoning (S.R.) and they have the resources online available, or not.

Much of these approaches are geared towards the generation of
semantic models, that use ontologies to drive the development of
recommendation systems in different aspects of the e-learning domain
of knowledge. Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, none of them
are conceived for the special task of multi-source data integration in
e-learning environments to enrich data analytic processes and visuali-
sations. The e-LION semantic model proposed in this work aspires to
constitute a step forward in that direction.

3. Semantic approach

One of the main objectives of this work is to capture, clean, consol-
idate and integrate data from different e-learning LMS platforms and
repositories. For this reason, we opted to design a semantic approach to
4

share and unify the data involved, through an ontology that models the
domain in which the system operates. Specifically, we have defined an
OWL 2 ontology to describe the main characteristics of e-learning plat-
forms as recommended in the Ontology 101 development process (Noy
& McGuinness, 2001):

1. Determine the domain and scope of the ontology. As starting point,
to limit the scope of the ontology, the type of variables that most
of the e-learning systems usually store have been selected, for
example: record of interactions, student attributes, attributes of
assignment and submissions. Further formalism for describing
interoperable model components and data could be linked from
the BIGOWL ontology (Barba-González, García-Nieto, Roldán-
García, Navas-Delgado, Nebro, & Aldana-Montes, 2019), which
is devoted to data analytic workflow annotation. For simplicity,
it has been omitted to just focus on the e-learning LMSs domain
of knowledge.

2. Consider reusing existing ontologies. As studied in Section 2, there
are no public ontologies that fully model user’s interactions
and their grades on tasks and assignments. Nevertheless, two
related ontologies have been partially considered: first, the on-
tology proposed in Firdausiah Mansur and Yusof (2013) shows
a basic model of e-learning knowledge-base, while the approach
in Zeng, Zhao, and Liang (2009) takes into account the rela-
tionships between assignments and courses. These ontologies
have not been directly reused by e-LION. They have served
as an inspiration for the modelling of the proposed ontology.
Our ontology aims to cover the information needs relevant to
facilitate data mining and analytic in the scope of e-learning.
Existing ontologies such as LOM (Learning Object Metadata),4
CRSW (ReSIST Courseware Ontology),5 Scorm and Tin Can API,6
focus on a specific area of the learning process, i.e. e-learning
resources, without containing the diversity of classes and metrics

4 https://lov.linkeddata.es/dataset/lov/vocabs/lom
5 https://lov.linkeddata.es/dataset/lov/vocabs/crsw
6 https://xapi.com/

https://lov.linkeddata.es/dataset/lov/vocabs/lom
https://lov.linkeddata.es/dataset/lov/vocabs/crsw
https://xapi.com/
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Table 3
Course class: object and data properties.

Object properties Description logic

courseSource ∃ courseSource Thing ⊑ Course
⊤ ⊑ ∀ CourseSource schema:EducationalOrganization

Data properties Description logic

courseId ∃ courseId Datatype Literal ⊑ Course
⊤ ⊑ ∀ courseId Datatype string

coursePresentationLength ∃ coursePresentationLength Datatype Literal ⊑ Course
⊤ ⊑ ∀ coursePresentationLength Datatype int

courseUrl ∃ CourseUrl Datatype Literal ⊑ Course
⊤ ⊑ ∀ CourseUrl Datatype string

courseDescription ∃ courseDescription Datatype Literal ⊑ Course
⊤ ⊑ ∀ courseDescription Datatype string

courseClicksAVG ∃ courseClicksAVG Datatype Literal ⊑ Course
⊤ ⊑ ∀ courseClicksAVG Datatype int

that e-learning systems store. On the other hand, some general-
purpose ontologies, such as schema.org7 and foaf,8 include e-
learning related classes. Section 3.1 describes how e-LION reuses
some classes, mainly those related to Activity type, Educational
audience and e-learning users.

3. Enumerate important terms in the ontology. Important terms in the
ontology have been extracted in a previous phase of specification
of requirements. In this phase, we defined the minimum set
of variables that needed to be stored. Some examples of these
terms are: assignment, submission, user, course, log and enrollment,
among others.

4. Define classes and class hierarchy. From the list of the most
important terms, a series of ontology classes have been selected.
Fig. 1 shows the main set of classes in the hierarchy from the
top Thing class. These main classes are related to other classes
to model the relationships between the information they contain.

5. Define the properties of classes. To relate classes and define at-
tributes, object and data properties are defined based on the
minimum set of variables. Examples of object properties are: a
Submission belongs to an Assignment, a Submission belongs to a
User, an Assignment belongs to a Course, a User is enrolled in
a Course, etc. Examples of data type properties are, the role of
a user in a course, the score of a submission, the timestamp of
a delivery, etc. Tables 3–8 describe a representative subset of
object and data properties for a selection of the main classes.

6. Define the facets of the slots. This step includes defining car-
dinality and value constraints. Value constraints are used in
e-LION to specify the data type values in all their properties. For
example, the range of the logTimeCreated property is restricted
to dateTime, while in the case of the assignmentWeight property
the range is restricted to int.

7. Create instances. Instances (individuals in OWL) correspond to
the specific data obtained from the interactions of the students
from LMSs and e-learning datasets. Individuals will be obtained
by mapping data from Moodle (SQL dumps) and other e-learning
systems to RDF according to the e-LION ontology scheme.

3.1. Ontology model

After applying the previous methodology, the e-LION ontology has
been developed comprising a total of 15 classes (groups of individ-
uals with the same attributes), 17 object properties (represent bi-
nary relationships between individuals), 78 data properties (individual
attributes), and 193 constraint axioms.

7 https://schema.org/docs/developers.html
8 http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
5

Table 4
User class: object and data properties.

Object properties Description logic

isEnrolled ∃ isEnrolled Thing ⊑ User
⊤ ⊑ ∀ isEnrolled Enrollment

Data properties Description logic

userId ∃ userId Datatype Literal ⊑ User
⊤ ⊑ ∀ userId Datatype int

userBiography ∃ userBiography Datatype Literal ⊑ User
⊤ ⊑ ∀ userBiography Datatype string

userProfileUrl ∃ userProfileUrl Datatype Literal ⊑ User
⊤ ⊑ ∀ userProfileUrl Datatype string

userJobTitle ∃ userJobTitle Datatype Literal ⊑ User
⊤ ⊑ ∀ userJobTitle Datatype string

For simplicity, we describe here a representative subset of the
main data and object properties of the classes that make up the on-
tology, which are formalised by means of OWL-DL description logic
semantic syntax.9 A summary of this syntax is shown in Table 2,

hich can be used for supporting the interpretation of the following
ables defining data and object properties. These classes are: Assign-
ent, Course, Enrollment, Log, Submission, Origin and User. In addition,

classes xapi: ActivityType, courseware: course-objectives, EducationalAudi-
ence, foaf: Person, schema: EducationalAudience, schema :EducationalOr-
ganization, schema:Language, schema: State and Requirement have been
included to also consider other existing semantic repositories such as
the COCO collection, hence enabling linked data. Each class requires a
set of properties to be modelled, i.e., an individual who satisfies those
properties is considered a member of that class. The complete ontology
is developed in the OWL file ‘‘e-LION.owl’’, available in the link.10

A description of the main e-LION classes are given below:

• Course. This class represents the set of courses that are registered
in the LMS e-learning system. It defines three main properties
(among others) as described in Table 3, namely: courseId, to
uniquely identify each course; coursePresentationLength, that rep-
resents the duration of the course in days; and courseSource, that
registers the source of data associated with the course.

• User . It is devoted to define the set of users registered in the
LMS e-learning platform. This class has a data property userId to
identify each user, independently s(he) is teacher or student, as
well as an object property isEnrolled that represents that a user is
part of a subject. Table 4 contains the description logic of these
properties.

• Assignment . It is an important class that represents the assign-
ments proposed by the professors and delivered by the students.
The object property hasCourse connects an assignment with a
given course where it is created. Class Assignment defines a total
of 29 data properties to model the task configuration, such as:
assignmentDueData to consider the delivery due date of a task;
assignmentName, to gather the name and description of a task;
assignmentMaxAttempts to set the maximum number of allowed
attempts; and assignmentWeight, to define the importance of the
assignment in the course. Table 5 contains a summary of the prop-
erties of class Assignment, so the complete list can be extracted
from the OWL ontology file.

• Submission. This class connects the previous ones, as it repre-
sents the submissions made by a user with regards to a given
assignment raised in a course. The Submission class largely records
interactions and activities performed by the users, so it is also

9 OWL Web Ontology Language Overview https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-
eatures/.
10 e-LION OWL Ontology https://github.com/KhaosResearch/e-lion.

https://schema.org/docs/developers.html
http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/
https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/
https://github.com/KhaosResearch/e-lion
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Table 5
Assignment class: object and data properties.

Object properties Description logic

hasCourse ∃ hasCourse Thing ⊑ Assignment
⊤ ⊑ ∀ hasCourse Course

Data properties Description logic

assignmentAllowSubmissionsFromDate ∃ assignmentAllowSubmissionsFromDate Datatype Literal ⊑ Assignment
⊤ ⊑ ∀ assignmentAllowSubmissionsFromDate Datatype dateTime

assignmentDueDate ∃ assignmentDueDate Datatype Literal ⊑ Assignment
⊤ ⊑ ∀ assignmentDueDate Datatype dateTime

assignmentName ∃ assignmentName Datatype Literal ⊑ Assignment
⊤ ⊑ ∀ assignmentName Datatype string

assignmentTimeModified ∃ assignmentTimeModified Datatype Literal ⊑ Assignment
⊤ ⊑ ∀ assignmentTimeModified Datatype dateTime

assignmentWeight ∃ assignmentWeight Datatype Literal ⊑ Assignment
⊤ ⊑ ∀ assignmentWeight Datatype int
3
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Table 6
Submission class: object and data properties.

Object properties Description logic

belongAssignment ∃ belongAssignment Thing ⊑ Submission
⊤ ⊑ ∀ belongAssignment Assignment

belongsUser ∃ belongsUser Thing ⊑ Submission
⊤ ⊑ ∀ belongsUser User

Data properties Description logic

submissionId ∃ submissionId Datatype Literal ⊑ Submission
⊤ ⊑ ∀ submissionid Datatype string

submissionScore ∃ submissionScore Datatype Literal ⊑ Submission
⊤ ⊑ ∀ submissionScore Datatype float

submissionTimeCreated ∃ submissionTimeCreated DatatypeLiteral ⊑ Sub-
mission
⊤ ⊑ ∀ submissionTimeCreated Datatype dateTime

submissionTimeModified ∃ submissionTimeModified Datatype
Literal ⊑ Submission
⊤ ⊑ ∀ submissionTimeModified Datatype dateTime

an interesting class that considers information about users’ inter-
actions. Table 6 contains the description logic of the two object
properties defined for this class: belongAssignment, that indicates
the assignment in which the submission is made, and belongsUser
that refers to the user who makes the submission of the task.
In addition, this class considers a set of data properties (also
described in Table 6) to cover information about a submission,
such as: submissionAttempNumber to indicate the attempt number
of the submission, submissionId is the identifier assigned to the
submission by the platform, submissionLatest indicates whether
this is the last submission attempt by that user in that assign-
ment, submissionStatus to denote the submission status (draft or
submitted), submissionTimeCreated to gather the timestamp of the
first submission in this assignment, and submissionTimeModified to
indicate the timestamp in case the submission is modified.

• Class Enrollment represents the registration of students in
courses. To do so, the object property inCourse specifies the
course in which the enrollment of the user is made. In addition,
this class is defined with a set of data properties as shown in
Table 7 with their formal descriptions logic. Some of the most
interesting properties are: enrollmentRole, that indicates the role
of the user in the course (student, teacher, administrator, etc.),
enrollmentFinalResult to set the final grade of student in the
course, enrollmentGender and enrollmentDateRegistration, this last
indicating the date of enrollment in the course.

• Class Log is also an important class since it covers the log events
performed by the users in the LMS (Moodle) platform. It counts
with a set of object properties and data properties that described
in Table 8. Among these properties, a subset of then are worthy
to mention, such as: logEduLevel that represents what type of
user the event belongs to, e.g., if the event was motivated by
6

a professor then the field contains the value 1, while if was
generated by a student, it contains the value 2; logAction describes
the type of action the user has taken (the most common values
for this property are ‘‘view’’ and ‘‘submitted’’). Some systems do
not record the data in an aggregated way, so this information is
stored in logSumlick and logTimeCreated to indicate the timestamp
at which the event was logged.

.2. Data consolidation

Once the ontology model is designed, a data consolidation strategy
s conducted to allow the integration of the different data sources,
ccording to this model. Fig. 2 shows a general overview of this strat-
gy, where the terminological box (TBox) defines the vocabulary with
oncepts and relationships in the domain of e-Learning. Within this
Box, the e-LION is developed in OWL 2 according to which, concepts
nd relationships are represented by classes and data properties or
bject properties, respectively. This ontology allows the linkage with
ther educational ontologies oriented to different aspects, such as:
ecommendation, curriculum, teaching material, MOOCs, bibliografics,
tc. Dessì et al. (2018) Navarrete and Luján-Mora (2015), as well as
he alignment with other external linked data11 in different domains

(DBPedia,12 Geonames,13 FOAF,14 etc.).
At a different level, the Assertional Box (ABox) considers all the in-

stances in the knowledge domain involving the e-Learning LMS related
data. These instances are stored in RDF triple format in a Stardog15

repository with persistence and reasoning capabilities. To do so, a
series of mapping functions have been implemented to convert the data
coming from the different sources into RDF, then following the same
e-LION scheme.

Therefore, in the case of Moodle data, they are mapped from a set of
SQL-dump operations on a relational database regarding the Software
Engineering degree of the University of Malaga. These data are used for
the first time in this study and contain the anonymised information of
the interactions carried out by users in this LMS platform. This dataset
contains data of 8524 students in 93 courses, 1,235,063 log records,
1342 assignments and 28,270 submissions. A second data source is
integrated from the Open University (OULAD) e-learning system, which
was published to support research of educational data mining (Kuzilek
et al., 2017). This dataset contains data of the interactions of 32,593
students in 22 courses, 10,655,280 log records, 173,913 submissions
and 206 assignments. It also considers demographic information, as
well as interaction records of the students with the materials and
grades, both of the assignments and of the final grade of the course.

11 Open Linked Data Cloud https://lod-cloud.net/.
12 https://wiki.dbpedia.org/
13 https://www.geonames.org/
14 http://www.foaf-project.org/
15
 http://www.stardog.com/

https://lod-cloud.net/
https://wiki.dbpedia.org/
https://www.geonames.org/
http://www.foaf-project.org/
http://www.stardog.com/
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Table 7
Enrollment class: object and data properties.

Object properties Description logic

inCourse ∃ inCourse Thing ⊑ Enrollment
⊤ ⊑ ∀ inCourse Course

Data properties Description logic

enrollmentAgeBand ∃ enrollmentAgeBand Datatype Literal ⊑ Enrollment
⊤ ⊑ ∀ enrollmentAgeBand Datatype string

enrollmentDateRegistration ∃ enrollmentDateRegistration Datatype Literal ⊑ Enrollment
⊤ ⊑ ∀ enrollmentDateRegistration Datatype dateTime

enrollmentRole ∃ enrollmentRole Datatype Literal ⊑ Enrollment
⊤ ⊑ ∀ enrollmentRole Datatype string

enrollmentRating ∃ enrollmentRating Datatype Literal ⊑ Enrollment
⊤ ⊑ ∀ enrollmentRating Datatype float

enrollmentRatingDate ∃ enrollmentRatingDate Datatype Literal ⊑ Enrollment
⊤ ⊑ ∀ enrollmentRatingDate Datatype dateTime

typeOfUser
∃ typeOfUser Datatype Literal ⊑ Enrollment
⊤ ⊑ ∀ typeOfUser DataRange
{‘‘Looker’’ Datatype string , ‘‘Passive’’ Datatype string, ‘‘Active’’ Datatype string}

enrollmentNumberOfClicks ∃ enrollmentNumberOfClicks Datatype Literal ⊑ Enrollment
⊤ ⊑ ∀ enrollmentNumberOfClicks Datatype int

enrollmentNumberOfSubmissions ∃ enrollmentNumberOfSubmissions Datatype Literal ⊑ Enrollment
⊤ ⊑ ∀ enrollmentNumberOfSubmissions Datatype int
Table 8
Log class: object and data properties.

Object properties Description logic

recordCourse ∃ recordCourse Thing ⊑ Log ⊤ ⊑ ∀ recordCourse Course
recordUser ∃ recordUser Thing ⊑ Log ⊤ ⊑ ∀ recordUser User
recordUserReal ∃ recordUserReal Thing ⊑ Log ⊤ ⊑ ∀ recordUserReal User
recordUserRelated ∃ recordUserRelated Thing ⊑ Log ⊤ ⊑ ∀ recordUserRelated User
logOrigin ∃ logOrigin Thing ⊑ Log ⊤ ⊑ ∀ logOrigin Origin

Data properties Description logic

logAction ∃ logAction Datatype Literal ⊑ Log ⊤ ⊑ ∀ logAction Datatype string
logEduLevel ∃ logEduLevel Datatype Literal ⊑ Log ⊤ ⊑ ∀ logEduLevel Datatype int
logId ∃ logId Datatype Literal ⊑ Log ⊤ ⊑ ∀ logId Datatype string
logSumClick ∃ logSumClick Datatype Literal ⊑ Log ⊤ ⊑ ∀ logSumClick Datatype int
logTarget ∃ logTarget Datatype Literal ⊑ Log ⊤ ⊑ ∀ logTarget Datatype string
logTimeCreated ∃ logTimeCreated Datatype Literal ⊑ Log ⊤ ⊑ ∀ logTimeCreated Datatype dateTime
Fig. 2. General overview of the e-LION semantic model.
The OULAD dataset is provided in CSV tabular files, so the mapping
functions are adapted to this kind of format. Similarly, the COCO
dataset (Dessì et al., 2018) is also provided in CSV format, although
7

consisting in different attributes that have been also adapted to the
e-LION scheme. As commented before, COCO dataset includes infor-
mation collected from Udemy platform for on-line courses, enabling
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Table 9
Sample results obtained from Query 1.

userid courseid count_sub

629507 BBB2014B 10
629081 CCC2014B 3
2689210 FFF2014B 11
9485 73 2
11273 68 2

the generation of use cases oriented to e-learning data analysis. This
third data source comprises 43,113 courses in two-level categories
and languages, each course containing an average of 43 lessons. It
also includes a number of 2,436,677 students who interacted with
4,584,313 ratings and 2,453,800 comments.

The main reason of integrating these three data sources is to consti-
tute a first proof-of-concept for the validation of the proposed e-LION
semantic model, since they constitute heterogeneous e-learning plat-
forms, comprising Moodle private data, Open University public data
and COCO academic dataset from Udemy on-line courses. Secondly, the
resulting data repository can be then extended with other different e-
learning related datasets, by semantically annotating and mapping their
attributes in accordance with the e-LION ontology structure.

At this point, having the data consolidated in the common RDF
repository, it is now possible to query them from a SPARQL Endpoint,
independently of the source of the data, their structure or the syntax
of the original format. In this way, the machine learning models used
to perform exploratory and predictive analysis in the use cases are
fed with the required information concerning student’s interactions,
user’s views, number of deliveries, grades, so the resulting data can
be grouped by date, subject, etc., with specialised SPARQL queries. An
example of this can be observed in Query 1, which is executed to unify
data accesses corresponding to the total number of submissions made
by each student in a subject. Table 9 partially shows a sample of results
obtained from this query.

Similar simple queries allow to obtain informative attributes, such
as the number of visits made by the students in different periods. In this
regard, Fig. 3 shows a time-series of the accumulated visits of students
by weeks. In this plot, it can be observed that there are temporal
patterns in the visits, decreasing in holiday periods (Christmas and
summer), while increasing with certain peaks in February, related to
the final evaluation dates of the courses.

Therefore, it is now possible to monitor the interactions of students
on the integrated data platforms, as well as their possible correlation
with the development of the students in the courses and the grades
finally obtained. It can also be useful in order to understand what
strategies work, as well as to detect when a student is deviating from
the follow-up of the course.

Query 1: Query example of number of submissions per user and
course.
PREFIX elion: <http://ontologies.khaos.uma.es/
e-lion/>
SELECT (COUNT(?submission) AS ?count_sub) ?userid
?courseid
WHERE{

?course elion:courseId ?courseid.
?user elion:userId ?userid.
?submission elion:belongsUser ?user.
?submission elion:belongAssignment ?assigment.
?assigment elion:hasCourse ?course.

}GROUP BY ?userid ?courseid

An additional advantage of using the proposed semantic approach
s the ability to connect the RDF repository with other external linked
ata. This requires minimal adaptation to establish which classes and
hich properties have an equivalent semantic meaning, as done with
LOUD and COCO.
8
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4. Validation

The proposed approach provides a broad set of attributes of the
students, courses, submissions to assignments and user’s interactions
that take place in the LMS, together with the performance obtained in
the courses, allowing an advanced analysis of the data.

In terms of validation, a series of case studies are carried out in
this section, consisting in: student’s grade prediction in continuous
evaluation, student’s final grade prediction, student’s visits time-series
forecasting, and reasoning tasks for the classification of students’ be-
haviours. These case studies have been elaborated to cover important
aspects in the proposed semantic model, such us enabling a series of
SPARQL queries from integrated data of common and different sources,
that are used as training and test sets for machine learning approaches
in predictive modelling tasks, as well as to allow semantic rule-base
reasoning to illustrate how to infer new knowledge.

4.0.1. Case study I: Student’s grade prediction in continuous evaluation
Grade prediction is one of the main tasks involving data analysis in

education, since it allows teachers to plan and monitor their courses be-
forehand, as well as to adopt correction activities in case of deviations.
In this first case of study, a series of supervised classification models
are trained to predict the students’ grades in continuous evaluation
mode. The main features feeding the models comprise the visits made
by the students, the submissions performed and the difference in days
between submission and the cutoff-dates. Once the prediction models
are generated with past information of previous courses, they can be
used to predict the grade of those courses in Moodle, which are still
recorded without a grade.

Following the current tendency in online education, which is indeed
increased by the coronavirus pandemic global situation, classes are
graded on a pass/fail basis. This is focused on a binary grading system,
meaning that no letter grade will be recorded, but students just earn
credit depending on whether they did satisfactory work in the class.
Therefore, the students’ grades have been discretised in 2 classes (pass
and fail), according to the features that characterise them, such as
the number of submissions, the number of views and the difference in
days from the delivery date of assignments, i.e., label ‘‘Pass’’ refers to
students with a high delivery rate and a high rate of views, whereas
label ‘‘Fail’’ means low delivery rate in assignments and a low level of
views.

Query 2: Number of views per user and course.
PREFIX elion: <http://ontologies.khaos.uma.es/
e-lion/>
SELECT (SUM(?numclick) AS ?sum_clicks) ?userid
?courseid
WHERE{
?x elion:logEduLevel ?edulevel.FILTER (?edulevel
= 2)
?x elion:recordUser ?user.
?x elion:recordCourse ?course.
?x elion:logSumClick ?numclick.
?course elion:courseSource elion:openUniversity.
?course elion:courseId ?courseid.
?user elion:userId ?userid

}GROUP BY ?userid ?courseid

In concrete, for this analysis a series of attributes are selected from
the RDF repository: sum_click, id_student, code_module, code_presentation,
weight, date_submitted, id_assessment, and score; which are obtained from
PARQL queries comprising different class properties of the e-LION
ntology. In this sense, Query 2 is used to calculate the number of views
y user and course. This query selects the triples whose educational
evel is equal to 2, since this level corresponds to students’ interactions.
n addition, it filters the origin of the data to those of the Open
niversity and finally groups the results by applying the sum to the
umber of clicks of a user in a course.
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Fig. 3. Time-series plot of the student’s views by week in a two year period from the Open University.
Query 3: Weight score per user and course.

PREFIX elion: <http://ontologies.khaos.uma.es/
e-lion/>
SELECT (SUM(?w/100*?score/10)

AS ?weight_score) ?userid ?courseid
WHERE{
?course elion:courseSource elion:openUniversity.
?course elion:courseId ?courseid.
?user elion:userId ?userid.
?assigment elion:hasCourse ?course.
?assigment elion:assignmentWeight ?w. FILTER
(?w < 100)
?submission elion:belongAssignment ?assigment.
?submission elion:belongsUser ?user.
?submission elion:submissionScore ?score.

}GROUP BY ?userid ?courseid

Query 3 returns the data that will be discretised to later be used as a
label (Pass/Fail). This query selects the triples whose origin is the Open
University, the score obtained in the delivery and the weight that it has
in the continuous grade. Those weights greater than 100 are filtered,
since these tasks correspond to exams, which do not belong to the
continuous evaluation. Finally, the query is grouped by user and course
applying the sum of the grades taking into account their weightings.

Similarly, the number of submissions can be calculated with the
SPARQL Query 4. It filters triples from the data source Open University
and selects the submissions made by the users, to lately group the
results by applying the count of submissions of a user in a course.

Query 4: Number of submissions per user and course.

PREFIX elion: <http://ontologies.khaos.uma.es/
e-lion/>
SELECT (COUNT(?submission) AS ?count_sub) ?userid
?courseid
WHERE{
?course elion:courseSource elion:openUniversity.
?course elion:courseId ?courseid.
?user elion:userId ?userid.
?submission elion:belongsUser ?user.
?submission elion:belongAssignment ?assigment.
?assigment elion:hasCourse ?course.

}GROUP BY ?userid ?courseid

Query 5: Difference of days per user and course.

PREFIX elion: <http://ontologies.khaos.uma.es/
e-lion/>
SELECT (DAY(?date_diff_with_hours) AS ?diff_days)
9

?userid ?courseid
Table 10
Classification report of all the methods used (KNN, DT, SVM, RF, GNB, and MLP) in
continuous evaluation. Computed metrics comprise the global Accuracy (Acc.), Precision
(Prec.), Recall (Rec.), F1-Score (f1-Sc.), and Support (Sup).

Method Acc. Class Prec. Rec. f1-Sc. Sup.

KNN 0.90 Pass 0.86 0.92 0.89 3135
Fail 0.92 0.87 0.89 3441

DT 0.90 Pass 0.87 0.92 0.89 3135
Fail 0.92 0.88 0.90 3441

SVM 0.90 Pass 0.84 0.95 0.89 3135
Fail 0.95 0.84 0.89 3441

RF 0.90 Pass 0.87 0.93 0.90 3135
Fail 0.93 0.87 0.90 3441

GNB 0.89 Pass 0.82 0.96 0.88 3135
Fail 0.95 0.81 0.88 3441

MLP 0.90 Pass 0.87 0.92 0.90 3135
Fail 0.93 0.87 0.90 3441

WHERE{
SELECT (SUM(?fdate - ?timecreated) AS
?date_diff_with_hours)

?userid ?courseid
WHERE{
?course elion:courseSource elion:openUniversity.
?course elion:courseId ?courseid.
?user elion:userId ?userid.
?assigment elion:hasCourse ?course.
?assigment elion:assignmentAllowSubmissionsFrom
Date
?fdate.
?submission elion:belongAssignment ?assigment.
?submission elion:belongsUser ?user.
?submission elion:submissionTimeCreated
?timecreated.
}GROUP BY ?userid ?courseid

}

Query 5 is used to calculate the difference in days from the assign-
ment opening date to the submission date of students. It filters the Open
University triplets and group the results by applying the sum of delayed
dates of a user in a course. Finally, it extracts the total number of days.

All these computed feature values are scaled in the interval [0, 1]
for each course to homogenise numeric ranges. These values, as well as
those of the grade label attribute are joined in a dataset to be used in the
supervised classification tasks. The dataset is indeed split (randomly)
into training and testing subsets with percentages of 75% and 25%,
respectively.

For prediction modelling, a series of well-known classification al-
gorithms have been used to check the consistency of data on different
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Fig. 4. Plot of prediction grades in continuous evaluation with regards to the Moodle
(University of Malaga) source dataset.

learning procedures, namely: k-Nearest Neighborhood (KNN), Decision
Tree (DT), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Random Forest (RF), Gaus-
sian Naive Bayes (GNB), and MultiLayer Perceptron Neural Network
(MPL). These methods have been tuned throughout a grid search cross-
validation task for hyper-parameter setting in training phase. With the
obtained models, a set of predictions are conducted in validation phase
with regards to the test set, so the computed results are organised in
Table 10, for all the classifiers.

From this table, it is worth noting that successfully accuracies (Acc.)
close to 90% are reached for all the methods, which indeed show
balanced precision (Prec.) and Recall (Rec.) metrics for the two classes
(Pass, Fail). Therefore, the obtained models can be used for grade
prediction of new student’s activity data.

In this sense, a last step in this study consists in continuous grade
prediction, but in this case with the Moodle source dataset (University
of Malaga), according to the input features defined for this model.
As shown in Fig. 4, the resulting grade predictions can be visually
distinguished for the two classes, so it could provide the teacher with
an informative tool before the final evaluation of students.

4.0.2. Case study II: Student’s final grade prediction
Similar to the previous case study, a set of prediction models are

trained in this case, although considering the final grade of students in
a course according to the interactions they made in the LMS. Therefore,
in addition to the minimum set of features that characterise student’s
interactions (number of submissions, number of visits and the delivery
time of assignments), the grade obtained of each learner in continuous
evaluation is also included in the dataset as an extra feature for train-
ing the models. The final grade (also Pass/Fail) is considered as the
response feature to be predicted in testing time.

In this regard, the SPARQL Query 6 is used to obtain the data that
will be later grouped as the classification label (final grade). It selects
the triples filtered by the Open University, as well as those for which
the final grade is available. Properties courseid and userid of enrollment
are also selected.

Query 6: Final grade per user and course.
PREFIX elion: <http://ontologies.khaos.uma.es/
e-lion/>
SELECT ?userid ?courseid ?final_result
WHERE{
?course elion:courseSource elion:openUniversity.
?enroll elion:inCourse ?course.
?enroll elion:enrollmentFinalResult ?final_result.
10
Table 11
Classification report of all the methods used (KNN, DT, SVM, RF, GNB, and MLP)
in final evaluation. Computed metrics comprise the global Accuracy (Acc.), Precision
(Prec.), Recall (Rec.), F1-Score (f1-Sc.), and Support (Sup).

Method Acc. Class Prec. Rec. f1-Sc. Sup.

KNN 0.74 Pass 0.81 0.92 0.86 5058
Fail 0.51 0.28 0.36 1518

DT 0.74 Pass 0.81 0.92 0.86 5058
Fail 0.52 0.27 0.36 1518

SVM 0.74 Pass 0.77 0.99 0.87 5058
Fail 0.62 0.03 0.06 1518

RF 0.76 Pass 0.85 0.79 0.82 5058
Fail 0.44 0.55 0.49 1518

GNB 0.70 Pass 0.80 0.82 0.81 5058
Fail 0.36 0.33 0.34 1518

MLP 0.73 Pass 0.79 0.97 0.87 5058
Fail 0.55 0.14 0.22 1518

Fig. 5. Plot of prediction grades in final evaluation with regards to the Moodle
(University of Malaga) source dataset.

?user elion:isEnrolled ?enroll.
?user elion:userId ?userid.
?course elion:courseId ?courseid.

}

The resulting dataset is used for feeding the classification models
after splitting it for training (75%) and testing (25%). Again, grid search
cross-validation is performed for hyper-parameter setting of classifica-
tion methods in training phase. The resulting metric values obtained
for the testing dataset are organised in Table 11, for all the methods. In
this case, the global accuracies are lower than in continuous evaluation,
with percentages between 76% (obtained by RF) and 70% (obtained
by GNB). This is mostly due to low precision and recall values when
predicting class ‘‘Fail’’, which shows certain bias (probably produced
by grades in exams) in final grading of students.

Accordingly, Fig. 5 plots the final grades of students predicted for
the Moodle source dataset of the University of Malaga, which clearly
visualises the bias produced for the class ‘‘Fail’’. This is probably caused
by a certain unbalancing of the resulting dataset because of a higher
percentage of samples with label ‘‘Fail’’, which could be mitigated with
undersampling until reaching balance of classes. Besides the moderate
classification performance in this case of study, it is worth noting that
integrating data from different LMSs (Open University) allows to gener-
ate useful predictors able to reproduce similar results in other sources
(University of Malaga), so the e-learning semantic model proposed here
is a useful contribution in this direction.
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Fig. 6. Time-series plots of student’s views of the LMS, where observed data is represented with regards to the forecast obtained by SARIMAX.
4.0.3. Case study III: Student’s visits time-series forecasting
Another interesting use case consists in forecasting the tendency of

students’ visits in the LMS over time, then to warn of possible decreases
in activity in certain periods, which would help decide on specific days
in the semester for updating contents or activities.

To do so, a first step is to obtain the required data concerning the
visits that students make in the e-learning system, together with the
dates of such visits. These data can be selected with SPARQL Query 7,
which aggregates the number of clicks and filters triples for the Open
University source of data. The resulting dataset is a time-series of visits
grouped by weeks to get homogeneous sample periods. A subset of 15%
of these data are used for testing.

At this point, a previous analysis consists in checking whether the
temporal series is stationary, or not, in order to decide which kind of
algorithm to use (and how to tune it) for forecasting. Therefore, the
Augmented Dickey–Fuller test is used on the dataset, resulting 95%
confidence interval, with Test-statistic −3.22 and 𝑝-value 0.018, so it
can be stated that the time-series is stationary.

For time-series training and forecasting two auto-regressive popular
methods have been used: SARIMAX16 and Prophet.17 The former is an
extension of the classical Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA) that supports Seasonal component, while the later imple-
ments a procedure for forecasting time-series data based on an additive
model where non-linear trends are fitted with yearly, weekly, and daily
seasonality, plus holiday effects. Therefore, these two methods are well-
adapted to characterise the different learning periods in University
courses.

Query 7: Time-series of views.
PREFIX elion: <http://ontologies.khaos.uma.es/
e-lion/>
SELECT (SUM(?numclick) AS ?count_viewed) ?timecreated
WHERE
{ ?x elion:logEduLevel ?edulevel. FILTER (?edulevel
= 2)
?x elion:logTimeCreated ?timecreated.
?x elion:recordCourse ?course.
?x elion:logSumClick ?numclick.
?course elion:courseSource elion:openUniversity.

16 Available in URL https://www.statsmodels.org/stable/generated/
statsmodels.tsa.statespace.sarimax.SARIMAX.html.

17 Available in URL https://github.com/facebook/prophet.
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Table 12
Metrics error results of time-series predictions for
SARIMAX and Prophet models.

Error measure SARIMAX Prophet

MAE 6.81e+04 6.91e+04
MSE 6.45e+09 6.04e+09
RMSE 8.03e+04 7.77e+04
MSLE 6.00e−02 5.00e−02

}GROUP BY ?timecreated

The hyper-parameters of the SARIMAX model have been tuned with
a grid search procedure, choosing the one with the lowest Akaike
Information Criterion (p=P=1, d=D=1, q=Q=0, AIC=412.55). Once the
two algorithmic models are trained, the testing partition is predicted
and a forecast is performed for the following 53 weeks. An illustrative
plot of these results is shown in Fig. 6, where the time-series obtained
by SARIMAX are represented with regards to the observed data.

Table 12 contains the results obtained by SARIMAX and Prophet
in terms of commonly used error metrics for regression models, where
the observed test data is compared with the forecast (𝑦 − �̂�). These
metrics are: Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared Error (MSE),
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), and Root Mean Square Log Error
(RMSLE). In general, it can be checked that Prophet shows lower error
values than SARIMAX, although both methods are successfully fitted
with moderate error values, e.g., RMSE close to 80,000 in 53 weeks
(1132 views per week), with an average of 318,577 students’ views
per week in observed data.

4.0.4. Case study IV: Reasoning tasks
In order to cover as much as possible the potentials of using the

proposed semantic model, this last case study consists in the generation
of SWRL semantic rules to perform reasoning tasks on the knowledge-
base. To this end, a classification task has been specified for students
according to their activities and the number of assignments delivered.

SWRL Rule 8: Looker.
elion:Course(?c)
^ elion:enrollmentNumberOfClicks(?e, ?nclicks)
^ swrlb:greaterThan(?nclicks, ?avgclicks)
^ elion:enrollmentNumberOfSubmissions(?e, ?nsub)
^ elion:courseClicksAVG(?c, ?avgclicks)

^ elion:enrollmentRole(?e, ?r) ^ swrlb:equal(?nsub, 0)

https://www.statsmodels.org/stable/generated/statsmodels.tsa.statespace.sarimax.SARIMAX.html
https://www.statsmodels.org/stable/generated/statsmodels.tsa.statespace.sarimax.SARIMAX.html
https://github.com/facebook/prophet
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^ swrlb:stringEqualIgnoreCase(?r, "Student")
^ elion:User(?u) ^ elion:isEnrolled(?u, ?e)
^ elion:inCourse(?e, ?c)
-> elion:typeOfUser(?e, "Looker")

The SWRL rules have been defined by using several data properties
f classes Course and Enrollement, this last connecting each user to
he course (s)he is enrolled. Concretely, for class Course ( Table 5),
he data properties CourseClicksAVG and CourseNumberOfSubmissions
ave been used, which denote the average number of clicks done by
he students and the number of assignments declared for the course,
espectively. For class Enrollement ( Table 7), SWRL rules are defined
ith regards to data properties: enrollmentNumberOfClicks, to register

the number of clicks that a student has done on this course, and
enrollmentNumerOfSubmissions that stores the number of deliveries the
student has performed for this course. The values of these properties are
calculated throughout queries, so they are not explicitly stored a-priori
in the RDF repository.

The data property TypeOfUser defines, for each course and student,
he kind of student according to his/her behaviour by means of a
ategorical label: Looker (high number of clicks, but low number of de-
iveries), Active (high number of clicks and deliveries) and Passive (low

number of clicks and deliveries). Therefore, the values of TypeOfUser
property are those induced by the reasoner (Stardog).

SWRL Rule 9: Passive.

elion:Course(?c)
^ elion:enrollmentNumberOfClicks(?e, ?nclicks)
^ swrlb:greaterThan(?nclicks, ?avgclicks)
^ swrlb:multiply(?per, ?rate, 100)
^ swrlb:lessThan(?rate, 50)
^ elion:User(?u)
^ elion:courseClicksAVG(?c, ?avgclicks)
^ elion:enrollmentNumberOfSubmissions(?e, ?nsub)
^ swrlb:stringEqualIgnoreCase(?r, "Student")
^ elion:courseNumberOfAssignments(?c, ?nassig)
^ swrlb:divide(?rate, ?nsub, ?nassig)
^ elion:enrollmentRole(?e, ?r)
^ elion:isEnrolled(?u, ?e)
^ elion:inCourse(?e, ?c)
-> elion:typeOfUser(?e, "Passive")

In this way, each professor could analyse the data of previous years
o define classification rules according to their own parameters, i.e., the
umeric thresholds to discriminate among the student’s behaviours. For
xample, code snippet in SWRL Rule 8 defines a student who clicks
ore than the average in a course, but without performing deliveries,

o (s)he is classified as a Looker. SWRL Rule 9 denotes a student who
clicks more than the average and performs 50% of required deliveries
in a given course, therefore (s)he is classified as Passive. Similarly, the
Active student would be one who does more clicks than the average and
performs more than 80% of required deliveries, in a given course.

Query 10: Example of course.

PREFIX elion: <http://ontologies.khaos.uma.es/
e-lion/>
SELECT ?userid ?type WHERE {
?user elion:isEnrolled ?e.
?user elion:userId ?userid.
?e elion:inCourse ?course.
?e elion:typeOfUser ?type.
?course elion:courseId ?id_course. FILTER
(?id_course=’66’)
?course elion:courseSource elion:
UniversidadDeMalaga.

}

12
Once these rules are executed in the reasoner, it is possible to obtain
all the students’ ids of a given course together with their classifications
referring behaviours. The SPARQL Query 10 shows an example in this
regard, to classify learners (by userid) of course ‘66’ of the University
of Malaga.

5. Discussions

In light of the previous use cases and results, it can be argued
that the proposed semantic model is able to constitute a multi-source
integration knowledge-base for efficiently feeding data analysis and
visualisations. This is a clear step ahead to approach the data interop-
erability challenge identified in current surveys e.g., Heiyanthuduwage
(2022), Rahayu et al. (2022), in the context of ontologies for e-leaning
management systems.

From a practical perspective, the e-LION ontology can be used at
the core of a linked open data consolidation strategy, where current
LMSs and other academic data sources are systematically queried to
support teachers with analysis on the course evolution. In addition,
the underpinning semantic model is useful when analysing students’
activities in the context of the overall performance of a given grade,
which would provide them with a global overview of their progresses,
hence leading to their own learning plans.

In concrete, a series of technical remarks can be extracted in form
of lessons learned, as follows:

• The definition of a semantic model, based on an OWL2 ontology,
on top of Moodle data, is helpful to integrate data from other
e-learning platforms or datasets. OWL2 ontologies enable the
unambiguous identification of entities and assertion of named
relationships that connect these entities. Furthermore, the OWL2
language provides the mechanisms defining logical constraints on
integrated data if needed.

• The OWL 2 ontology proposed in this work can be easily aligned
with existing e-learning ontologies and vocabularies thanks to the
ontology alignment mechanisms. Therefore, other data related to
e-learning, i.e. e-learning resources, can be easily consolidated
within the same ABox structure.

• In this regard, the implementation of a common RDF repository
integrating heterogeneous data in a standard formalism simpli-
fies the user queries and facilitates obtaining the input data to
algorithms.

• The SWRL language allows defining rules in the context of e-
LION, hence providing a reasoning mechanism to infer new
knowledge from the integrated data, automatically classify users
or subjects, etc.

Together with these comments, it is worthy to mention that e-LION
could be used for the ontology alignment with many other ones, not
only in the educational domain of knowledge, but also in different
domains, such as: social networks, health related COVID-19 user’s
behaviours, demographic and social evolution. This would enable more
advanced data integration and querying mechanisms and to nourish
multi-dimensional analysis.

6. Conclusions

In this work, a semantic approach for multi-source e-learning data
integration is proposed, which comprises the generation of a new OWL
2 ontology called e-LION. A series of mapping functions are defined to
consolidate data sources from different LMSs (Moodle, COCO Udemy,
Open University) to RDF in a common repository, that can be now
used for feeding advanced analysis by means of SPARQL queries, to
monitor student’s and teacher’s interactions. A set of use cases have
been developed for validation, which deal with grade prediction, time-
series forecasting of student’s views and semantic reasoning with SWRL
rules for the classification of students’ behaviours.
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The proposed semantic approach is shown to properly integrate
e-learning data, enabling the advanced querying and constituting a
well-grounded knowledge-base to enhance informative analysis in the
context of online learning management systems. This leads the pro-
posed e-LION ontology to provide scientific added value, which in the
context of the current state of the art (as explained in Section 2),
it allows the semantic connection with other related ontologies and
vocabularies, hence promoting the generation of extensive linked data
in the domain of e-learning.

Therefore, the proposal can be used at the core of a data consoli-
dation strategy for future applications, where current LMSs and other
academic data sources are systematically queried to support teachers
with advanced analytics and visualisations. Similarly, for students,
it allows analysing students’ activities in the context of the overall
performance of a given grade, which would provide them with a
global perspective of their course performances, thus promoting their
proactive learning.

As future work, we plan to include more data from other learning
management systems, as well as to update the e-LION ontology to incor-
porate new relevant attributes from different e-learning perspectives. In
this regard, another future activity is the ontology alignment of many
other not only in the educational domain of knowledge, but also in
different domains, such as: social networks, health related COVID-19
user’s behaviours, demographic and social evolution.
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